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MOZART Symphony No. 39 in E-flat Major, K. 543
Adagio; Allegro
Andante con moto
Menuetto: Allegretto
Finale: Allegro

BOÎELDIEU Concerto in Three Tempi
Allegro brillante
Andante lento
Rondeau: Allegro agitato
MARISA ROBLES

INTERMISSION

STRAVINSKY Petrushka (revised 1947)
I  Shrove — Tide Fair — Russian Dance
II  Petrushka
III  The Blackamoor — Waltz
IV  Shrove — Tide Fair — Wet Hospitals’ Dance — Peasant with Bear —
Gypsies and a Rake Vendor — Dance of the Coachmen — Masqueraders — The Scuffle —
Death of Petrushka — Police and the Juggler — Apparition of Petrushka’s Double
Portland Symphony Orchestra
Bruce Hangen, Music Director and Conductor 1982-1983
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James Kennedy
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Michael Gorajec
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Flutes
Randolph Bowman
Principal
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Piccolo
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Oboes
Neil Boyer
Principal
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English Horn
Mark Weiger

Clarinets
Eugene Jones
Principal
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Bass Clarinet
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E-Flat Clarinet
Aline Benoit

Bassoons
Elizabeth MacDonald
Principal
Donald Curry
Ardith Freeman
Associate Principal

Contrabassoon
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French Horns
John Boden
Principal
Nina Allen Hangen
Katherine Schmidt
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Trumpets
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Trombones
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Principal
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Tuba
David Winer
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Percussion
Nancy Smith
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Richard Flanagan
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Harp
Deidre Carr
Principal
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Keyboard
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Librarians
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Reginald Bonnin
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String players participate in a system of rotated seating within each section. String sections are reduced for Popular and Candlelight concerts.
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